« When horses guide us to freedom »!

Freedom Tracks Workshop !
in Costa Rica with Leïla Pagès!
!

In the heart of the jungle and the Costa Rican culture, come and live
a unique experience of connection with horses and nature.

Find within yourself the keys
to harmonious
communication with horses!!

In a privileged environment, let
the horses guide you through
their world and discover
yourself, on the path to
freedom.

An authentic connection

Tools to understand horses better

An immersion in a local culture

The intention of the workshop!
Leïla's words: "Before embarking on this journey, I often had a tendency
to tell myself 'when I have time' or 'when all the conditions are right
and I have time to plan, I will go' and in the end this never happened.
Until I found myself in a "it's now or never" situation and even if it
seemed a bit crazy, it was spontaneous and that's why I started to go
on this adventure! So I took the bet to offer the same thing while it's
still possible, because who knows what tomorrow will bring ! ;)
My idea in creating this workshop is really to bring people into my
world, to allow everyone to immerse themselves in the world of horses
in another way and also to learn about the equestrian culture of this
country very different from ours. Herd observation, working at liberty
with horses, personal development, exploration of the fauna and flora,
horseback riding in the jungle, swimming in the waterfalls and
discovering the equestrian culture... there's not a dull moment in the
workshops! But we also create a safe environment for you to
reconnect with yourself in nature.
Costa Rica is an extraordinary country, and it took me a long time to
find places, horses and competent people to help you discover this
country in an authentic and not only touristic way, so now I want to
share it ;)
I am always honored to be able to accompany the participants on one
end of their journey, and always fascinated to see how horses teach us,
reveal us and allow us to be ourselves in all simplicity. »

THE ACTIVITIES

A personalized program to offer you an authentic experience!

Explore the invisible!

Deepen the connection!

Trust yourself!

Live new experiences!

Feel your intuition!

Reconnect with nature!

Discover wildlife!

Immerse yourself in the local culture!

Live your childhood dreams!

Experience an immersion in the jungle of Costa Rica between
adventure, introspection and discovery!

Come and find your own balance between the technics and the feeling with
horses by exploring the heart of the relationship.
------Listen to the horse, understand its emotional language and yours,
and how to integrate this into your relationship with him and with others,
all while being surrounded by sublime hikes in the beautiful nature of Costa Rica.

Location
• The first 6 days will take place in the heights of the small village of Monterrey, at the foot of the Arenal volcano and
12 miles from the city of La Fortuna (province of Alajuela).
• The last 3 days of the workshop will take place in Playa Rajada, on the Pacific coast (Guanacaste province).
• The San Jose airport is located 3 hours from Monterrey and 4 hours from Playa Rajada.
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The program!

During this workshop, I wish to allow you to deepen your relationship with the horse, !
to discover and experiment the Freedom Tracks approach !
but also to explore the diversity of Costa Rica's landscapes and culture. !
To do so, the course will be held in two parts:
• A stay at the foot of the Arenal volcano (6 days)
• A stay at the beach with the horses (3 days)
Among the activities proposed during the workshop :!
• The discovery of the Freedom tracks approach
• Coaching sessions with the horses in groups and individually
• Discovery of the cattle work on horseback
• Horseback riding in the jungle
• Swimming in the sea with horses
• And many other surprises!
The program will vary depending on the course, the weather and the needs of the group.

The program!
How is a typical day going ?!
The main experience of the workshop for
the participants is to be guided by the
horses! So this includes letting go of the
program ;) Each experience is unique, I have
a program but I adapt a lot to each one,
human and horse, that's why I only take 6
participants.
In any case, the important thing for me is
that everyone can listen to each other,
respect each other and do things at their
own pace. It is also important to be able to
take time for oneself, to recharge one's
batteries and not to run from one activity to
another but to enjoy the beautiful
surrounding nature at the foot of the
volcano.
I am very attentive to the desires and needs
of each person, so even if there is a
"program", everything remains adaptable!

THE GUIDES

A caring, competent and available presence to accompany you
in your learning and in this cultural immersion

Leïla Pagès!

Adventure rider and specialist in horse-human
communication, Leïla is also a horse trainer and
photographer. She directed
the award-winning equine documentary “Freedom Tracks",
which was released in New York and Montana and screened
in theatres in France, Belgium, Switzerland and Quebec. !
!
After having travelled the world for several years to discover more
respectful approaches to horses, she now teaches humans to
understand the world of horses and to better know themselves.
From Natural Horsemanship to equine coaching, through the
gauchos of Patagonia, Leïla shares her life experiences and
knowledge for a better harmony between humans and horses. She
encourages everyone to be able to find their own solutions and
develop their own sense of feel and intuition.
With concrete tools, she allows everyone to deepen their
relationship with horses and with themselves, in complete freedom.

Enrique Molina!

!

Erick Arguello!

Born and raised in Costa Rica, Enrique Molina has
been a naturalist guide in Costa Rica for twenty
years, certified by the Costa Rican Institute of
Tourism.!
!

Enrique grew up in the local equestrian culture and is an
excellent horseman. Trained in Natural Horsemanship and
horse-facilitated wellness approaches, he is the guardian of
the herd of 17 horses at the workshop location. He enjoys
…....
sharing his knowledge of nature, horses and Costa Rican
culture.
With a communicative enthusiasm, Enrique takes each
person to discover the jungle, its amazing wildlife, exciting
and full of surprises for those who know how to observe it.
He will accompany us throughout the course, during the
horseback rides and will coordinate transportation.

!

Tico (=Costarican) and owner of the dairy farm El
Tuete, Erick has always worked with cattle on
horseback.!
!
Lover of nature and adept of "pura vida", Erick is a man
of the land. He has at heart to preserve the beautiful
nature of Costa Rica and the local tradition.
Warm and energetic, he welcomes each new person as
a member of his family and loves to share stories by the
fire. He will welcome you with his wife Nayu in his farm
to take you into his daily world.
He will teach us how to work with cattle on horseback
and will accommodate us in his beautiful cabins in the
middle of nature with a magnificent view.

The herd!
Herd Dynamics and living conditions!
The herd onsite lives in natural conditions on year-round grass pastures and are
cared for as naturally as possible thanks to our hard working team. Many of these
horses have been rescued or were born here and stay with their families.
Balanced and safe, they each have a well-developed personality and share their
wisdom with each person who crosses their path.
They are used to working with people with various backgrounds and experiences,
and help everyone build the skill they need to gain confidence and understand
themselves better while feeling safe.

Practical informations
• What is the application deadline ?!
There is no deadline but we will take registrations on a “first come first served” basis so we cannot guarantee you a place.
!

• Is food and lodging provided ?!
From arrival to departure, full board and lodging is included (single occupation). The workshop price also includes accommodation
the night before the first day of the workshop and the night after the last day of the workshop, so you have time to get settled.

• Are there any equestrian prerequisites ?!
All participants must be physically fit enough to walk and ride horses at least a slow pace. The "official" level doesn't matter, we ask
above all to be comfortable especially when riding, because we will have quite a lot of riding during the workshop, but we will also
do a lot of work on the behavioral part on foot. For the "level" innatural horsemanship or equine coaching, there is no prerequisite.

• What is the duration of the workshop ?!
This workshop formula is 9 full days of training course + 10 nights of lodging.
Includes : !
• Accommodation and meals for the duration of the workshop (10 nights in single occupancy)
• All activities with horses
• All human and equine transport during the 9 days of the course
• Theoretical and practical support by the on-site facilitators
• Return trip to the airport (3h)
Doesn’t include : Airline tickets

WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT IT

Because they talk about it best, here are the testimonies
from participants of the Freedom Tracks workshops in Costa Rica

Testimonials!
If you're still hesitating, I'm just saying "Go ahead, go for it!!!! "Julie

«This workshop is one of
my best trips and life
experiences! !

!

Ever since I got home, I've
been asked: "So, how was
Costa Rica?” My answer: !
"Incredible" or "Magic"...!

Thank you Leïla for having guided
us throughout this journey ! »

Leila shared so much to help us live
the Costa Rica experience to the
fullest. And it's a success! It was an
unforgettable stay on the one hand
by the cultural discovery, and on the
other hand by the rediscovery of
oneself. All of this was accompanied
by Leila's positive energy and many
kind words of advice.

Morgane

Julie

I come back with a suitcase full of
beautiful encounters, beautiful
sensations and life lessons.
Wonderful relationships with
others & with oneself, in
cohabitation with a breathtaking
nature!

"Thank you Leïla for this
fabulous week in Costa
Rica.!

!
So many emotions and strong
moments. Thank you for
welcoming us in this paradise. I was
able to learn so many things,
personally and about my
relationship with horses.
I left more motivated than ever in
my personal and professional
project but also having acquired a
better knowledge of myself. »
Caroline

EMBARK ON THE JOURNEY!
CONTACT :
Email : leilaaudreypages@gmail.com
Website : www.freedomtracks-themovie.com

Click here to watch Freedom Tracks

